Introduction
The subject of the analysis was a hypothetical fire suppression system ( Fig.1 ) distinguished by mixed dependability structure.
For reasons of simplifications it has been assumed that for proper operation of the system it is enough for it to distinguish itself with efficiency of: one of the two power supplies (main and emergency), at least one of the four smoke detectors and one of the four sprinklers. Additionally, this assembly is also provided with alarm panel, which signals fire and activates fire-extinguishing system. A component defined as "water supply system" is a system delivering water to the given object. It is equipped with a connection to fire suppression system. Damage of these two components results in the whole system being unserviceable. Structure components are treated as unrepairable. Figure 1 includes designations of dependability R (with appropriate index) of structure components. These designations will be used in further calculations. Dependability of components were modelled taking into account the selected probability distributions. In the above mentioned formulas t means time, whereas T -random variable of service time (until the system becomes defective).
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Determining dependability with regard to the structure of the selected system Dependability of fire suppression system R with regard to its dependability structure and appropriate designations illustrated on figure 1 takes the shape of:
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For each component one assumed the expected value of service time and standard deviation, portrayed in the table below. It was adopted that the components of the same type (e.g. smoke detectors) characterize themselves by the same parameter values, which means that one assumed the identical processes leading to damage as regards all components of the given type.
As already pointed out, this article concerns the influence of the assumed distribution shapes on system dependability. 
Parameter α is a solution of the equation:
Calculation results obtained applying formulas (7) -(12) and data from table 1 are presented below (tab. 2). Table 2 Calculated distribution parameters The calculations were conducted with the application of a programme which was specially written for the purpose of this analysis. It uses, in the necessity of integration, the path of numerical calculations:
Among many calculation variants only 5 of them were depicted in this paper: 1. "Normal" -for all components the density function of normal distribution was assumed. 2. "Log" -for all components the density function of log-normal distribution was established. 3. "Gamma" -for all components the density function of gamma distribution was intended. 4. "Weibull" -for all components the density function of Weibull distribution was presumed. 5. "Exponential" -for all components the density function of exponential distribution was assumed.
Obviously, in spite of the identical distribution shape, for each and every system component appropriate parameters were designated.
Calculation results in compliance with dependence (6), with regard to the appropriate shape of density function and its parameters was portrayed on the following graphs (Fig. 2. and Fig. 3.) . As it might be observed on the above graphs, variants 1 -3 does not differ between each other. In case of Weibull distribution, there is a difference, both for dependability and density function, but it is not significant. The last variant however, taking into account the exponential distribution, substantially differs from the others. The exponential distribution is applied in case of a constant defects intensity, due to the fact that this is its (the intensity) theoretical shape in this variant. In view of the other variants, defect intensity increases with time, especially in the event of sufficiently long operation time.
Determining parameters of system dependability
Additionally one established, for the model system, the average uptime and standard deviation. These values were numerically calculated pursuant to the following dependencies:
Dependability of the exemplary technical system for assumed functions of defect...
where: f(t) -defined density function of system defects; tk -calculation end time.
Calculations were carried out to the assumed time * k t under the condition that system undependability Q is higher than 0.999. Symbolically, this might be written in the following way:
, where tQ means time, after which Q > 0.999.
The obtained results were summarised in the table below. As previously, similar results for the first 4 calculation variants were achieved. A substantial difference might be again observed in the case of exponential distribution. For this distribution only one parameter λ -defect intensity is established.
For every system component this parameter was linked to the average uptime of a particular component; whereas, the standard deviation of distribution is directly connected with its expected value and does not depend on the standard deviation of the particular component. Therefore, it implies that in case of possessing two parameters that describe dependability of the given components (i.e. as mentioned in this paper: average uptime and standard deviation) and two-parameter distribution, the results should be similar, irrespective of the shape of this distribution. However, in case of a single parameter distribution significant differences might be expected.
In operation, apart from the previously determined values we frequently take interest in the permissible operation time, until the system dependability decreases to the certain, assumed minimum level Rmin. This time was defined for the given calculation variants, providing that Rmin = 0.95. In the tabel containing results, which is presented below, this time is marked as tR 0.95. It might be treated as system durability for the assumed dependancy level. 
Summary
The conducted analysis shows that, for the hypothetical technical system under consideration, it is of no relevance which shape of density function of defects for system components will be assumed. A significant difference occurs only in case of the exponential distribution. In this case we obtain lower estimation of system durability. One one hand it might cause a premature exchange of components -without using its full service capacity, but one the other hand a safe estimation of durability is accomplished. It might be desirable in case of technical systems playing a fundamental role for safety as well as when the detailed data on defects are not available. It may be utilized to estimate the average uptime of components. Owing to this fact the calculation results amassed with the application of this distribution should not be disregarded. The decision to use a particular distribution shall be taken individually in each and every case at issue. Additionally, it is widely recommended to execute a credibility assessment of acquired results. In this article, although one submitted only the chosen calculation variants (from a much larger number of variants carried out), all of them led to the similar conclusions. Obviously,
